Two Different Blues

The School identity colors are:

Menlo School Gold
Menlo School Blue

School Seal

School Signature

The Athletics identity colors are:

Menlo School Gold
Athletics Navy Blue

Athletics “M” Logo

Athletics Signature

Athletics Colors

- For Menlo School Gold, use PANTONE* 143C or PANTONE 129U*
  - CMYK: C:0, M:35, Y:85, K:0
  - RGB: R:254, G:166, B:32

* When specifying Menlo School Gold for most applications, including printing on coated papers, use PANTONE 143C.
When our gold is to be printed on uncoated paper by offset lithography, ask your printer to match PANTONE 129U.

- For Athletics Navy Blue, use PANTONE 285C or PANTONE 235U
  - CMYK: C:100, M:60, Y:0, K:75
  - RGB: R:0, G:34, B:72

Due to the digital printing method used to produce these guidelines, the colors on these pages may not be accurate. Therefore, to achieve accurate color reproduction, be sure your printers and other vendors understand that they must visually match these PANTONE swatches.

Secondary Colors

- White

- Light Gray

The colors shown on this page and throughout these guidelines have not been evaluated by PANTONE, Inc. for accuracy and may not match the PANTONE Color Standards. Consult current PANTONE Publications for accurate color. PANTONE* is the property of PANTONE, Inc.